EXPERT
POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT
Expert Power Purchase Agreement

Our Expert PPA is designed for experienced generators looking to fully maximise their involvement with the wholesale market.
Expert Power Purchase Agreement

The main features of this contract are:

- Suits stable baseload generation
- Control over when you sell
- Full access to forward and day ahead market using recognised indices (LEBA and N2EX) for the tradable blocks
- Price transparency and access to real time trading information
- Contract duration between 1 and 5 years
- Ability to sell your ROCs and REGOs
**Expert Power Purchase Agreement**

**How does it work?**

The Expert PPA enables you to optimise your output into tradable contract blocks and non-tradable volume. You are able to place your tradable blocks on the forward market or various day-ahead indices (LEBA or N2EX). Your selling decisions can be spread across the duration of your contract. The Expert PPA contract comes with Balance of Month and Ring Around functionality; and any volume tolerance is priced against transparent indices.

This comprehensive service offers the full functionality that you will need to manage your risk and optimise the sale of your output. The Expert PPA delivers high levels of flexibility for the timing of your energy transactions. To achieve an Expert PPA you will need a minimum export volume of 10GWh per year and each generation asset must have a capacity greater than 250 kW.

You have full control of the timing, quantity and frequency of the selling decisions you choose to execute via our Customer Desk.

All volume is sold with full transparency, including residual volumes which are priced via recognised indices. Tradable energy blocks are priced according to the forward or a market indexed price. To assist with making your selling choices, you will have access to EDF Energy’s Customer Desk and real time price quotes and newsletters.

With the Expert PPA, you will be able to re-nominate the day before delivery and will have the ability to sell baseload seasonal blocks up to ten seasons ahead; the minimum tradable block is 1MW.

To get the most from this contract, you are required to have a sales strategy, as you will need to be prepared to manage the risks involved. Your high level of experience in managing this contract means that you will have a strategy to manage wholesale price market risk and your business will be exposed to Half Hourly within-day prices.

You can also sell your ROCs and REGOs within the Expert PPA.
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Why choose this option?
If you are an experienced generator with a consistent and predictable output, you want to ensure that your generation asset brings you the best returns. This contract requires a certain level of commitment and expertise from you, and ensures that you have the breadth of options and the information you need to get the most out of participating in the wholesale market.

Is the Expert PPA right for me?
Before entering into the Expert PPA, you will need to consider how the features and prices it provides meet your risk management strategy. We will discuss your risk management strategy in advance and provide you with the information you need to manage your risk once the contract starts. Our team of experienced specialists can help you identify whether this contract suits your business requirements.

One particular feature is the capacity to lock or unlock your blocks, for which you will need to interpret wholesale market movements and decide the best time to sell. This contract means that you may be exposed to prices in the short term market and your revenue will not be clear until the end of the month. The Expert PPA is linked to the electricity wholesale market price and your business is not guaranteed a price for your output at contract signature. If greater certainty is important to you, consider Certainty, our fixed price PPA, as an alternative.
How do I get started?

We have a number of contract options for your business; if you think that our Expert PPA is right for you, get in touch with the Export Team to discuss how we can help. Call us on:

0845 525 0029

or email us at: export@edfenergy.com
e-factsheet - a better way of working

Why an e-factsheet? At EDF Energy we are committed to using the most sustainable working practices wherever possible and this includes when delivering communications to our customers.

E-factsheets significantly reduce the volume of printed material we need, reducing our carbon footprint.

Our customers appreciate e-factsheets because they offer timely delivery of easy to access information in an ideal format for the modern screen based working environment.

edfenergy.com/largebusiness

To view our fuel mix visit edfenergy.com

Legal Disclaimer

• The material in this presentation is provided for information purposes only. It is provided solely for the information of the recipient and should not be reproduced, copied or circulated to any other party. It does not constitute or shall be deemed to constitute:
  – the provision of financial or other advice, as/also
  – making an offer or recommendation to invest or otherwise deal in shares or any other securities or to enter into any other transaction.
• EDF Energy does not represent or warrant that the information provided is accurate, comprehensive, up-to-date, verified or complete, and shall have no liability whatsoever for the accuracy of the information or for omission therein or for any reliance placed on the information or its use made of it by any person.
• This presentation may incorporate information provided to EDF Energy by third party sources, including (without limitation) market reports. EDF Energy provides no representations or warranties, and shall have no liability, as to the accuracy or completeness of information from these sources.
• The figures presented are merely indicative and cannot be and are not guaranteed and are not binding in any way. Anyone participating in this presentation should take appropriate steps to verify the information and opinions contained within it and seek their own independent advice (financial or otherwise) before acting upon anything contained within it.
• EDF Energy shall not be liable for any claims or losses of any nature (including, without limitation, punitive or indirect or consequential loss or damages, or any loss of income, profits, goodwill, data, business opportunity, contracts, or damages arising from any business interruption, arising indirectly or directly, whether in tort, contract or otherwise, from access to or use of the information or otherwise however arising (except to the extent required by law). Nothing in this document shall exclude or limit EDF Energy’s liability for death or personal injury caused by negligence or any liability for fraud.